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High population growth in rural areas, an unprecedented impact on development strategies and resource management

Sub-Saharan Africa is following an unusual development path. It faces specific, unprecedented challenges for 2030-2050. According to the 2015 United Nations projections, its population is set to double by 2050 to reach 2.2 billion people, half of whom will be under 25 years of age. This increase also concerns rural areas, where the population will grow from 620 million people to more than 1 billion over the same period. The demographic transition is thus pushed back beyond 2050, as is the demographic dividend – a boost in economic productivity associated with a slowdown in population growth and a reduction in the number of dependents.

Agriculture is another specific feature. The sector employs more than 60% of the working-age population, and agricultural holdings are mostly small, labour-intensive family farms. Consequently, structural and economic change in sub-Saharan Africa is not following the same path as the industrialised or emerging countries. In those countries, industrialisation has been facilitated by rapid growth in agricultural productivity and the massive transfer of agricultural workers to the so-called modern sectors. In sub-Saharan Africa, the secondary and tertiary sectors are still mostly informal and are struggling to create employment and wealth.

Faced with these challenges, centralised and sectoral public policies persist, in spite of recurrent criticism that these policies are disconnected from local realities, segmented and fragmented: they are clearly permanent and are being reproduced. The mixed results of decentralisation reflect this inflexibility. The public institutions created through decentralisation lack resources; they are struggling to find their place within the existing political and administrative organisations. The secondary cities, which are disadvantaged in terms of infrastructure and strategic capacities, are failing to play their role as development hubs and catalysts of structural change. Consequently, industrialisation is concentrated in the capital cities and a small number of urban agglomerations.

In Mali, the Office du Niger region is a good illustration of this trend. With 120,000 hectares of irrigated cropland and 40% of national rice production, the Office du Niger is a strategic region. But the lack of local infrastructure and...
energy is an obstacle to the creation of a food processing industry. Industries are thus based in Bamako, more than 250 km away, and the Office du Niger region has yet to see any real economic development leading to job creation.

With all of these constraints, it is difficult to see how the path of the industrialised or emerging countries can be replicated. The situation in sub-Saharan Africa therefore calls for a review of public policies and a shift towards alternative paths, with special attention to job creation, in which agriculture will play a different but decisive role.

Putting employment at the heart of new development strategies requires intersectoral approaches that focus on agricultural labour and pluriactivity. This implies encouraging agricultural production models and associated food systems that will foster local employment along the value chains, especially through product processing and the agri-food industry. At the same time, all sources of employment in the tertiary sector need to be harnessed. Finally, it is important that these development choices cover the diversity of contexts and produce solutions that are suited to each situation, both national and local.

To accompany the production of innovative policies, we propose an operational approach to territorial foresight, which encourages local actors to take ownership of their future and to rethink their present. This approach was designed and tested in two administrative regions, one in Mali and the other in Madagascar (box opposite).

**Participatory territorial foresight: taking ownership of the future to rethink local dynamics**

The participatory territorial foresight presented here is an operational approach to accompany local actors at the level of an administrative region, the first level of governance under the national level. It requires 6 to 18 months of work depending on the size of the region, the accessibility of data and the existing knowledge. It combines four interdependent phases, conducted by a team of development technicians and social scientists with the support of local civil society and the devolved and decentralised territorial administration.

**A retrospective analysis.** This analysis identifies and processes the data available for the region produced by the most recent major national surveys. It also uses regional development schemes, sectoral studies, academic reports, and outputs from research and expertise activities.

**Two surveys.** The surveys complement the analysis and highlight the respondents’ representations of the future. They involve at least 30 resource persons selected at the end of the analysis phase, as well as a representative sample of local diversity including at least 200 households chosen by experts based on the results of the major statistical surveys available.

---

**Participatory territorial foresight applied to two regions in Mali and Madagascar**

This methodology has been tested in the Ségou region in Mali (62,500 km², 2.8 million inhabitants in 2015) and in the Vakinankaratra region in central Madagascar (19,000 km², 2 million inhabitants in 2015). Below is a summary of the four phases conducted in 2015.

**Analysis: rural urbanisation, mobility, the weight of the informal sector and of agriculture.** In both regions, villages are mushrooming and becoming increasingly populated, while the cities are struggling to emerge as economic hubs capable of absorbing a significant number of newcomers to the job market and enabling them to leave agriculture. Mobility, which is seasonal and short distance, is essential to securing a livelihood. The economy is based on the informal sector (97% of jobs identified) and on pluriactivity. But it is dominated by family farming, and to a much lesser extent by small urban trades.

**Household surveys: security and governance are lacking.** The need for security of goods and people was underlined, along with the lack of public goods and the difficulties implementing decentralisation. Large families, with at least four children per woman, are seen as the best safeguard against uncertainty. Attention is focused on agriculture. The agri-food industry is the main prospect for industrialisation and growth, far more than handicrafts, which remain in the informal sector.

**Projections: the population boom is underway at the regional level.** From 2015 to 2035, the population of the Ségou region will grow from 2.5 to 4.2 million people, and that of the Vakinankaratra region from 2 to 3.1 million people. By 2035, a million new jobs need to be created in Ségou and 700,000 in Vakinankaratra, in other words a rate of job creation double that of the 2000s. Educational and health requirements are immense, yet the resources allocated to them are increasing very little. Regional planning issues are crucial, as there is already a great deal of tension between agricultural land and natural resources.

**Participatory workshops: taking ownership of the future to rethink the present.** For the participants, the territory is multi-dimensional, and security, access to energy and governance are essential. Eight driving forces for the future are identified in order to subsequently design future scenarios:

- In Ségou: security, energy, mining potential, communications infrastructure, the informal sector, the direction of local economic development, territorial governance, and public financing;
- In Vakinankaratra: security, energy, demographic pressure, capacity for economic organisation, financing for local development, structural inequalities, marketing, and poverty.

The participants stressed that without proactive, far-reaching policies at the local and national levels, local resources, which are perceived as being abundant, will not be activated.
**Population projections for 2035 and 2050.** These projections characterise the regional demographic challenge and its impact on requirements in terms of employment, agricultural land, education and health. These regional dynamics are compared with national changes in order to understand the interrelationships between the spatial and administrative levels. The projections are based on the age structure of the population and on fertility and mortality assumptions generated using data from the latest local census and from the United Nations.

**One or several participatory workshops lasting a week or more.** Their goal is to identify the driving forces affecting the future of the territory and to develop alternative scenarios. They involve around 30 actors recognised for their knowledge of the territory or their capacity to share the perspectives of significant social groups. These participants are also chosen so as to cover the diversity of key issues in the region. The development technicians and researchers facilitate the workshop using the analysis and projections produced. The participants identify the driving forces in the territory, in other words those with the greatest influence on the future. To do so, the facilitators encourage participants to discuss the influence of around 50 variables taken in pairs and resulting from the analysis. They are asked to be mindful of the processes already underway and the latent processes that could become drivers in the future. Next, exploratory scenarios are developed by combining the different plausible states of the driving forces. Through this scenario building process, participants move from individual representations to a collective ownership of future challenges.

This type of anticipatory process and collective ownership of possible futures enables local decision-makers to reinterpret the present and to propose changes to existing policies. The teamwork during workshops and resulting exchanges beyond this circle produce shared, multi-sectoral knowledge of the territory. The factors of change and the policy space are also better understood.

**Putting the territory and its actors at the heart of public policy**

This territorial foresight approach is innovative in that it forms a basis for transforming the development policies within a territory. Further work would entail starting again from scenarios and driving forces to enable competent actors to work together to develop actions to achieve desirable futures. But even without this next phase, by participating in analyses and scenarios, local actors gain greater awareness of the scale of challenges in their territory and of their capacity to address them. These challenges are usually seen as pertaining to the national and global levels at which local actors are not called upon to act.

The two territorial foresight activities conducted in Mali and Madagascar identify agriculture as a major key to the future. They show that agricultural models that generate employment and drive multi-sectoral development can only be built under certain conditions. In particular, these new models need to maximise a package of environmental and social services in addition to the volume of agricultural production. Labour-intensive family farming based on agroecology could increase the ecological, economic and social performances of agricultural and food systems. This option is worth exploring, taking account of local situations and their different prospects in terms of employment and economic diversification. Their performances should also be assessed in relation to other options, such as the agribusiness and “green revolution” productivity-based models advocated by agricultural policies in many sub-Saharan African countries.

The two foresight studies also pinpoint four key actions to address current challenges in rural African territories:

- identifying and building capacities, knowledge and good practices in regional administration and more generally in decentralised public services;
- strengthening linkages between agriculture and upstream and downstream activities;
- strengthening linkages between the capital, secondary cities and rural territories;
- rebalancing services and infrastructures between villages, secondary cities and the capital to enable the diversification of activities and employment.

In order to implement and leverage these actions, decentralisation policies need to be consolidated and adapted, especially those that share strategic decision-making between the national and local levels. Indeed, decentralisation can only be effective if local competences exist, but it requires a consistent national framework. It is therefore the responsibility of governments to ensure the local exercise of competences that were formerly those of the central State. Activating decentralisation gives local policymakers the possibility to anticipate and plan territorial development.

This territorial foresight methodology provides local policymakers with an instrument that explores the challenges at the time horizon of the next generation. While they cannot predict the future, they can use scenarios to understand current trajectories, explore uncertainties and design innovative and sustainable territorial public policies. This methodology can facilitate the transition from territorial projections to the definition of a viable, shared territorial project. Varying the state of a driver that influences the future makes it possible to anticipate the way this change will impact the local trajectory, provided external influences, lessons from the territorial analysis and capital and infrastructure requirements are also taken into account. Likewise, the future scenarios developed in this way can be used to assess the longer term impact of public policies implemented today.
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